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LION | RESPONSE SIMULATOR
Learning how to assess dangerous

LION | RS is a realistic 3D environment that

environments, pinpoint hazardous

simulates emergencies on your training container,
unit, building structure and surrounding. The

situations, and act accordingly is key

various systems within the LION | RS platform

to becoming a well-prepared and

allow users to experience emergencies and

proficient firefighter. To instruct your

practice response strategies.

trainees on how to evaluate conditions
or to show all scenarios possible on

The LION | RS is a perfect addition to real-life
training to bridge the gap between theoretical

your purchased LION Training Solution,

and practical training. It allows the users to

we offer a virtual training platform

prepare and familiarise themselves with specific

called LION | Response Simulator. With

emergencies in a controlled and risk-free

LION | RS, apply theoretical concepts
into practice in a safe immersive

environment. After that, they are ready to go and
apply what they have learnt in training, where
the time pressure, stress and unforeseen factors

environment.

can influence the training environment and as a
result, the response of the trainees.
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Before using RS, we had no
opportunity to train for bigger
and more complex scenarios.
Now by using RS, we have
endless possibilities to create
any possible scenario, at a
much more affordable price
point than live training
- Niklas Ejstrup
Taarnby Fire Department

ACCESSIBLE IMMERSIVE TRAINING
LION | Response Simulator follows a simple 3-step

WHY

process for immersive training experience:
>

Create - Define the training goals and create
detailed scenarios using a powerful and intuitive
toolset, allowing you to bridge the gap between

Incident scenario training in virtual
environments is the new additional tool
for better and safer training in the fire
and safety industry:

theoretical and practical training by adding
virtual training.
>

>

Enhancing - Improve your training
routines and broaden your global practice
opportunities by combining virtual and
physical exercise.

>

Emergency Decision Making (EDM) Learn a new skill, ask ‘what if’ questions
and make mistakes, without any safety
risks.

>

Team strategies - Train your position,
day in and day out, to secure fast, efficient
teamwork for when it really matters.

Train - Connect the trainees to the scenario
and begin the training in the virtual environment.
Trainees navigate the scenario and make
decisions based on the situation they encounter.

>

Debrief - Replay the entire training session,
including all verbal communication. Evaluate
trainee’s response strategies and reflect on
possible alternative approaches.

CHECK OUT OUR
INTRODUCTION VIDEO
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